1. In this paper we consider the maximization of the average gain per unit step in controlled finite state Markov chains with compact control sets.
[4] H. J. LANDAU AND L. A. SHEPP, On the supremum ofa Gaussian process, Sankhya, Ser. A, 32, 4 (1970), pp. 369-378. [5] V. N. SUDAKOV AND B. S. TSIREL'SON, Extremal properties of half-spaces for spherically invariant measures, Zapiski Nauchn. Seminarov LOMI, 41 (1974) , pp. 14-24. (In Russian.) [6] In [1] and [2] a stationary optimal strategy was shown to exist under the assumption that the control sets are finite. In I-3] it was proved that if the control sets are compact and coincide with the transition probability sets, the gain functions are continuous and any stationary strategy yields a Markov chain with one ergodic class and without transient states, then there exists a stationary optimal strategy. In the general case, conditions of compactness of the control sets and of continuity of the gain and transition functions are not sufficient for the existence of an optimal strategy (see [4] , Example 3).
In this paper the existence is established of a stationary optimal strategy under the condition that the control sets are compact, the gain functions are upper semi-continuous, the transition functions depend continuously on the controls and that one of the following conditions holds: (i) any stationary strategy yields a Markov chain with one ergodic class, and possibly with transient states (Section 3); (ii) for each state the set of transition probabilities contains a finite set of extreme points (Section 4).
2. Let X be a state space consisting of a finite number of points (X {1, 2, , s}).
For each state there is given a control set Ax(x 1, 2,..., s). On the sets Ax there are defined functions qx(a) (the gain from the control a Ax when the process is in the state x), and probability measures Px (" [a) on X (the transition functions under the condition that the process is in the state x and the control a Ax is chosen). Set A U= A.
Let Xo, al, x, a2, x2,'" be the succession of states and controls. At each moment t= 1,2,... a choice of control is made which is given by a probability measure r,(da, lxo, a,xa,..., a,_l, x,-1) on the set A,,_, measurably depending on the past. (3) mPs (0, 0,..., 0, 1).
If the chain does not contain transient states, then equations (1) and (2) (1) and (2), and so equation (3) PROOF. Denote the total gain after n steps for the initial state x, strategy r and final reward r(x) by Fx0r, n, r)= E qx,_l(a,) + r(x,,)
Denote the maximum total gain after n steps for the initial state x, the control sets A1, A.,. ., As and final reward r(x) by Tx (ZA, n, r). Let F(, n, r), T(a, n, r) and let r be the column-vectors {F(, n, r)}, {T(a, n,r)} and {r(x)}. By Belman's equation (cl. [6] ), r (A, n) 0) sup (q (a) + p (rla) Tz (A) n 1, 0)). If the sets of controls A are restricted to A (while preserving the other characteristics of the process), then on the finite control sets A there exist, by [7] a selector and a final reward r such that (6) W(tpv) P(tPv) W(tpv)= sup P(tp) W(tpv),
W() + r P()r + q()= sup (P()r + q()).
In equation (7) the supremum is taken over all selectors satisfying equation (6) . Relations (6) and (7) (7) it follows that (9) (E P())r (E M())q(). Since r(s)= 0, relation (9) is equivalent to the relation P()r (E-M())q(). PROOF. For each n 1, 2,. we set q(a) =max {qx(a),-n}.
Since an upper semi-continuous function on a compact set is bounded, the functions q (a) are upper semicontinuous and bounded. It follows from Lemma 3 that for each q (a) there exists a stationary optimal strategy q:,,," W,, (q", q:,,,) V,, (q", At) => V,, (q, At).
To complete the proof of the theorem it remains to consider a convergent subsequence of the sequence 0,, and to pass, letting n tend to oo, to the limit in the last inequality. We must use the upper semicontinuity of qx (a) and Lemma 2. Consider a controlled process with state space X, control sets Y] and gain functions C"(y). For this process the sets of transition probabilities coincide with the control sets.
Since for each strategy ,r m a there exists a strategy r At q such that r, (dy, lxo, Yl, Xl, Yt-1, Xt-1) r,(da, lxo, al, x,..., at-l, x,_), where y, =P,-I(" Jar), and U,_l(y,)>-_qx,_1(a,), (10) Wx(U,r) >-Wx(q, ,r) and V(e',at.)_-> Vx(q, aa). Lemma 
